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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In this chapter, the writer presents review some theories and opinions to 

the study. It includes Language and Literature, Slang, Types of Slang, and Word 

Formation Process. 

2.1 Language and Literature 

Language and literature are very famous among the scholars who study the 

language because both of them cannot be separated. The usage of language has 

been thoroughly apart in literary work. It represented in the form of written 

narration or script. Language itself is the system of human communication. As the 

Deckert and Vickers (2011) stated that language is a system sign of 

communication. It means that language is very useful for human being because 

without the language, they cannot interact to one and another. Meanwhile, 

Literature is the expression that poured into entire written books or any written 

products (Klaler, 2004). However, not all written products called as literary work. 

It means that the distinction of literary work with everyday text limits only for the 

product such as telephone book, newspaper, legal document, and research paper. 

According to Bressler (1994) stated, that literature is creative belles-lettres that 

put imaginative work. It means that, in creating literary work needs creativity, and 

takes depth imagination to produce a work, so that it can entertain the readers.  

Within any literary work such fiction, poetry, drama, and film or movie, the 

language variation is recognizable. It happened when the speaker speaks 

differently from existing dialect due to the social or geographical effect. The 
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speaker start with pronouncing the words differently, and creating new words 

(Deckert and Vickers, 2011). In this regard, young generation has the ability to 

make the new words that is not far from the existing words. Furthermore, as 

Deckert and Vickers (2011) Language variation divided into standard and Non-

standard language.  

Blommaert in Deckert and Vickers (2011) stated that, Standard language 

typically utilizes in educational system systematically attributes higher value to 

the standard language. It means that, the standard language exerts in education 

field because it gives high value of the speaker within the scope. Meanwhile, 

Non-standard language utilizes in circumstances that can be seen as having a 

lower social capital (Deckert and Vickers, 2011). It means that non-standard 

language related to the social status in which it used by the lower. However, the 

differences do not change the membership and solidarity within the speakers. 

Slang is an example of variety of non-standard language.  

The product of literature in which found the speakers produce the slang word 

is American Movie. It is regarding to the characteristic of Literature, which can 

attract the readers to life the performance (Klaler, 2004). It means, the written 

work can bring the readers to imagine the story into alive. Therefore, movie is a 

branch of literature (Ramrao, 2016).  

2.2 Movie 

Movie is the visual representation of literary work that plays a role of 

characterization, but this literary work is recorded and watched it under the 

screenplay. According to Klaler (2004), movie is distinctive frame of presentation 
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that includes the process of photographing, editing, montage, slow and fast 

motion. It is clear that movie presents written work into real performance, and 

somehow it takes the long preparation. Meanwhile, (Ramrao, 2016) stated movie 

has selected and dramatic scene captured to get the attention of the audience. It 

means, movie attract the audience because it has dramatic scene. There are three 

types of movie according to Barsam and Monahan (2010), which are narrative 

movies, documentary movies, and experimental movies. Narrative movies are the 

story directed based on fiction, and documentary movies are type of movies where 

it concerned on education of viewers, presentation of political, or social analysis. 

Meanwhile, experimental movies are movie types where it is used to critique the 

culture and media and not to be commercial. This research present the narrative 

movies, as the sources of the data because “The DUFF” movie is work of fiction. 

Therefore, Movie is a part of literary work in which the scholar can study about it.  

2.3 Slang 

Slang sometimes defines as insult language or bad language. It may refer to 

language that becomes phenomenal because of particular actions. According to 

Stolt in Meinawati (2019) mentioned that Slang is a characteristic used in 

Informal situation and it is a queer of spoken language, but not every colloquial 

expression. It means, Slang is type of language that typically spoken by the 

speaker in Informal situation, or literally in daily conversation, slang is preferably 

used due to practical utilize in which it is easier. Slang also defined as non-

standard vocabulary (Spears, 2000). It emphasizes that, slang regarding to the 

non-proper vocabulary, but it does not mean that it cannot be used in daily life. 
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Nonetheless, Slang words mostly used for spoken language rather than written 

language. Therefore, slang words are the vocabularies used by particular group of 

people in which to speak it in informal way.  

2.2.1 Types of Slang 

Slang is the word or expression that produces by the speaker. Zhou and 

Fan (2013), there are some types of American slang words based on the features. 

These types can be seen as following description below:  

a. Humor 

Humor slang relates to comedy words that make people laugh of it, or it 

gives humorous effect to the viewers of listeners. Moreover, American slang has 

benefits that are easily understood, minded, able to be read, and buck up. It 

means that this type of slang requires speaker to produce the entertain slang 

words in understandable purpose. The listeners or viewers will be surprised of 

these words, so they can feel the humorous effects. For example, the word Bee’s 

knees refers to the outstanding people or things, razzle-dazzle belongs to the 

event called as carnival.  

b. Conciseness 

This type of slang is a head feature of American slang. It shaped by 

disappearing the sound, letters, or a part in a word, for example, word fan for 

fanatic, or vamp for vampire. Furthermore, it achieved by substituting a 

monosyllable or compound of syllable to make the word longer. For example, 

veep is a vice-president, and classy is another word for fashionable.  
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c. Originality 

This type of slangs‟ features are to the way of speak, expressed by the young 

from virtual product such as games, attained by renaming things, invention of 

new words, cheering words, or others words in the fashion, For example, live 

wire belongs to “living man”, smoker eater belongs to “fireman”, and flying 

coffin refers to “plane”, or the expressive word, think-machine refers to brain. 

d. Instability 

This type of slangs words used for more than few years. It means it is old-

fashioned slang for the new generation, and became ancient word or outmoded 

words. Sometime, it turns into the standard language. For instances, the word 

gay refers to “homosexual” and it occurred in 1930s. Another example is the 

word Flapper refers to young energetic woman, and it has been used in the late 

19
th

. Therefore, this type of slang often related to old-fashioned slang in 

America.  

Another expert mentioned kinds of slang come from Partridge (1933). 

However, the researcher only cited some of them. These types of slang can be 

seen as follow the descriptions bellow:  

a. Cockney Slang 

Cockney slang is type of slang originality form of English London. It is used 

by educated Middle-class people. This slang is typically the London street 

accent because many Londoners are using this slang in shape of words or 

phrases. This slang vary from the common accent, but it is called as Cockney 

accent in which the characterized by substituting a vfor a w or the vowel sound 
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change from outo ah as in “abaht” for “about”. Another example is vowel sound 

eifor ai(or ay as in daily, day) so that “daily” becomes “dyly”. 

b. Public House Slang 

Public house slang is words and phrases used for the public house group. 

This slang usage tends for pub-crawlers or individual topers. Such in the pub, 

there are many drinkers who tend to use this slang. For examples, Alls for the 

waste-pot at public houses or bad beer, Balloon-juice as soda water, which is 

famously gassy, Booze-Shunteras a beer-drinker, Early purl which is a kind of 

drink made of hot beer and gin.  

c. Workmen’s Slang 

Workmen‟s Slang is a slang that tend to use by the worker or the operator of 

shop, department store, or factory. When belonging to this slang, it is related to 

stuff or things that said in a workplace. As the examples, tommy shops means for 

the exchange of labor for goods, not money. Screw means their salary, Saint 

Monday is a path for the favorite day of the week, Sheep’s foot as an iron 

hammer, Sow for the container of melted metal.  

d. Slang in Publicity 

This slang is use in public, which is certain of firm that gives impression on 

the public. In addition, the slang use in public is kind of attractive phrases and 

rhymes. It is often use in any situation of conversation with easy satire toward 

the foreigner. Therefore, where there are foreigners in public area, they tend to 

use the slang to teasing the foreigner. For examples, don’t worry, use sunlight 

(soap) for „don‟t worry, have you used pear‟s soap?.  
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e. Public School and University Slang 

This type of slang applied in both on board school and private school for 

more than two centuries. The features of this slang are proper, gibberish, and has 

magical syllable at beginning or the end of word. Because this slang used in 

education environment, either schools or universities has its special words. For 

example, slang ‘dame’ address to a master who bounds his attention to 

mathematics, ‘Ganymede‟ refers to an undergraduate or esp students.  

f. Society Slang 

This slang deals with the universe‟s enthusiasm, the world, spirit, life, 

cheerful, or the entire of human activity, even the savage words. The speaker 

leads to respect to it whether it is the group of society, or corporation. This kind 

of slang is developed if the users are numerous and used it exclusively. For 

example, Kick up one’s dust in the park, which means to walk over there, 

Flapper a young girl with less of ethical in teen age, and Frivoler means for a 

person with no serious purpose in life.  

g. Sports and Games Slang 

This type of slang used in either sport or game, athletics, or the one who 

involve in watching real live game, such as cricket, billiard, or the others kind of 

live game. For example, Leadenhall Market Sportman refers to the owner who 

trades his game to Leadenhall market, to breast the tape refers to the matches‟ 

winner. 
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2.4 Word Formation    

Word formation is the study of how the word formed. According to Yule 

(2010) stated that the processes of word had been united in language for some 

time, and used in daily life by all of people. In this regard, people have used the 

word for a long time ago. The words itself is undeniable that it is part of language, 

and there are some process of new words are created. Yule (2010), the process of 

word formations are coinage, borrowing, compounding, blending, clipping, back 

formation, conversion, acronyms, derivation, and Multiple processes.  

a. Coinage 

Coinage is the invention of new words for commercial products without 

capital letter, and it becomes general terms for any version of that product. 

Along with its development, there lot of people who have been using it for their 

daily life. It means that the coinage intensely tight with the market product. For 

example, aspirin, vaseline, nylon, and many more. 

b. Borrowing 

Borrowing words are adapted from or it is the mutation of English word 

borrowed by other languages. It means that there are some English words, which 

derived from some language and become general English word. For examples, 

the word tattoo borrowed from Tahitian, yogurt (Turkish), dope (Dutch), 

croissant (French), zebra (Bantu), and many more.  

c. Compounding  

Compounding defined as a word that is made up of two separated words and 

become a single word. This type of word formation is very common in English. 
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Compounding words also very common to happen between German and English 

language. However, there is no guarantee that it could not happened to any other 

languages. For example, word paj (flower) + kws (corn) become pajkws 

(popcorn), hnab (bag) + rau (put) + ntawv (paper) become hnabrauntawn 

(schoolbag), and other words such as Fast-food, Full-time, Wallpaper, 

fingerprint, and so on.  

d. Blending 

Blending is the combination of the forms which are separated and can 

develop a new single form. However, this type of word formation only taking 

the beginning of one word and gather together to the end of the other word. For 

example, the word Motel is modified by the words Motor + Hotel; internal + 

communication = intercom; Smoke + fog = Smog, etc.  

e. Clipping 

Clipping is making more than one syllable of word is reduced to a shorten 

word. It becomes easier, and practically pronounced. This type of word can 

happen in daily life. According to Bauer (2004) the process of clipping 

frequently has effect of making the word stylistically less formal. For example, 

the word gas is from gasoline; bike from bicycle.  

f. Back Formation 

Back formation is the process of reducing word in a shorter form. We can 

defined this is the type of back formation that there is particular word has the 

process of reduction. It happened typically for „Noun‟ word. For example, the 

word babysitter reduce to „babysit‟, donate from donation, and many more.  
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g. Conversion 

This type of word formation is a bit changing from the actual function. 

Conversion usually involve verbs become noun or noun become verbs without 

any reduction of the actual word. This type of word formation is to introduce the 

used of function word into another functions. It can be into pairs of word. For 

example, the words want to be is become new noun as wannabe; the bottle 

become to bottle; the hammer become to hammer; the water become to water. 

h. Acronyms  

Acronyms shaped from the first letter of a word that becomes unite to each 

other. Usually the type word of acronyms is used for names of institution, 

government, or some codes in military activities. Acronyms word usually 

created from the initial of letter of words with the other groups of words that 

become a new single form. For example, the word Laser is the set of initial letter 

of words (“light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation”), radar 

(“radiodetecting and ranging”), scuba (“self-contained underwater breathing 

apparatus”) and zip (“zone improvement plan”) code. 

i. Derivation 

Derivation is a kind of word formation process where the new word is 

shaped from root of word. That process includes word where the actual part of 

speech is changing into new part of speech. For example, Adjective from noun 

(dangerous from danger). Derivation also is creating new English word from the 

existing word, or adding some affixes from the actual word. Sometimes, it also 

changes the meaning of the existing word. In this word formation process, the 
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kind of affixes are likely elements un-, mis-, pre-, -ful, -less, -ish, -ism and -ness 

which appearin words like unhappy, misrepresent, prejudge, joyful, careless, 

boyish,terrorism and sadness. Accordingly, from those elements, there are two 

kinds of affixes, which placed in the beginning of word (prefix), and the end of 

word (Suffix). As sample, disrespectful has both a prefix and a suffix.  

j. Multiple Processes  

Multiple processes are the combination of more than one process of word 

formation to create the particular word. For example, the word deli borrowing 

from delicatessen (German), then clipped it into deli. Moreover, analogy is also 

helping this word formation process, in which the new words formed similar 

from existing word. For example, Yuppie is from earlier word hippie, then 

change to  yippie, and acronym for Youth International Party.  


